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Abstract:-In commercial enterprises as well as in our financial life when all is said in done criticalness of compressor demonstrates a 

consistently expand efficiency in most vital mechanical fields, for example, mining, metallurgical, structural building, design and in a wide 

range of machine development and so forth. The Kino-compressor is uniquely wanted to plan and manufacture the transformation unit for using 

the accessible flighty vitality source. That is hugely accessible vitality in low force with sufficient amount can be used for blowing up the 

pressurized air into the recipient tank. The summation of pressurized air results in making of high weight packed air accessible for the modern 

usage. In our nation because of expanded paying limit, propelled way of life and quickly developing industrialization, the need and request of 

transportation is expanding step by step. The quantity of vehicles moving out and about is expanding daiy. Thus odds of mishaps are expanding 

while crossing the street particularly by the kids and old persons. So it got to be important to introduce the rate breakers ( in genuine sense speed 

reducers) at the school building or Hospital building-side street or expressway. The vehicles which are intersection the pace breaker are applying 

the effect drive or push on the anticipated pace breaker. This effect weight vitality can be used to incite the compressor actuators which will 

compressor the air to build the gaseous tension. This wellspring of force can be utilized at the high way street side going through the towns or in 

towns where there is shortage of electric supply.  

__________________________________________________*****________________________________________________ 

I. Introduction 

Today world requires speed on each and every field. In this 

way briskness and quick working is the most basic. Right 

away a day for fulfilling rate, man makes distinctive 

machines and sorts of apparatus. The master being 

constantly changed in accordance with the troubles of 

passing on musings and new arrangement into reality. New 

machines, sorts of rigging and the frameworks are being 

made constantly to make diverse things at less costly rates 

and high gauge. This paper "Layout and Development of 

Parkinson contraption analyzer for prod gear to check the 

Flank Surface" is being decreased and Portable equipment, 

which is competent and is making them thing accurate in 

testing the devices being created. Most of the material is 

made available by our school. The parts can be easily made 

in our school work-shop. It's expense is in like manner 

broad. This suspect gives us data, experience, ability and 

new contemplations of gathering. It is a working wander and 

having affirmation of accomplishment. This expect is the 

equipment important to improve the way of the device being 

created and can be put aside a couple of minutes, therefore 

we have picked this paper.  

 

II. Standard 

It chips away at the standard of estimation of the miss-keep 

running of the smooth running of the absolutely fitting 

apparatuses (when turned concerning each other) with any 

variety in the geometry of the rigging tooth profile because 

of the wear and tear by the occasional use or the faul. 

 

Figure 

 
SPUR GEAR 

 
 

Goad riggings or straight-cut apparatuses are the least 

complex sort of rigging. They comprise of a chamber or 

plate with teeth anticipating radially. In spite of the fact that 

the teeth are not straight-sided (but rather for the most part 

of uncommon structure to accomplish a consistent drive 

proportion, predominantly involute however less regularly 
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cyclonical), the edge of every tooth is straight and adjusted 

parallel to the hub of revolution. These riggings work 

together accurately just if fitted to parallel shafts.  

 

Rotational recurrence  

Measured in turn after some time, for example, RPM. 

 

Number of teeth, N  

What number of teeth a rigging has, a whole number. On 

account of worms, it is the quantity of string begins that the 

worm has.  

 

Gear, wheel  

The bigger of two collaborating gears or a rigging all alone. 

 

Pinion  

The littler of two cooperating gears. 

 

Way of contact  

Way took after by the purpose of contact between two lattice 

gear teeth.  

 

Line of activity, weight line  

Line along which the power between two lattice gear teeth is 

coordinated. It has the same heading as the power vector. As 

a rule, the line of activity changes from minute to minute 

amid the time of engagement of a couple of teeth. For 

involute riggings, in any case, the tooth-to-tooth power is 

constantly coordinated along the same line—that is, the line 

of activity is consistent. This infers for involute riggings the 

way of contact is additionally a straight line, correspondent 

with the line of activity—as is without a doubt the case. 

Pivot of insurgency of the apparatus; focus line of the pole.  

 

Pitch point  

Point where the line of activity crosses a line joining the two 

rigging tomahawks. 

 

Pitch circle, pitch line  

Circle fixated on and opposite to the hub, and going through 

the pitch point. A predefined diametral position on the 

rigging where the roundabout tooth thickness, weight edge 

and helix edges are characterized. 

 

Module or modulus, m  

Since it is unreasonable to figure round pitch with 

nonsensical numbers, mechanical architects for the most part 

utilize a scaling component that replaces it with a customary 

quality. This is known as the module or modulus. Widths 

decided from the quantity of teeth and the middle separation 

at which gears work.  

 

Pitch surface  

In round and hollow riggings, barrel shaped by anticipating 

a contribute circle the pivotal course. All the more for the 

most part, the surface framed by the aggregate of all the 

pitch hovers as one moves along the pivot. For angle gears it 

is a cone.  

 

 

Point of activity  

Edge with vertex at the apparatus focus, one leg on the point 

where mating teeth first reach, the other leg on the point 

where they separate. 

 

Bend of activity  

Fragment of a pitch circle subtended by the point of activity.  

 

Weight point  

The supplement of the point between the heading that the 

teeth apply power on each other, and the line joining the 

focuses of the two apparatuses. For involute apparatuses, the 

teeth dependably apply power along the line of activity, 

which, for involute riggings, is a straight line; and in this 

manner, for involute apparatuses, the weight point is steady.  

 

Outside distance across,  

Distance across of the rigging, measured from the highest 

points of the teeth.  

 

Root distance across  

Distance across of the rigging, measured at the base of the 

tooth.  

 

Addendum  

Spiral separation from the pitch surface to the peripheral 

purpose of the tooth. 

 

Dedendum,  

Spiral separation from the profundity of the tooth trough to 

the pitch surface. The separation from the highest point of 

the tooth to the root; it is equivalent to addendum in addition 

to dedendum or to working profundity in addition to leeway  

 

Working profundity  

Profundity of engagement of two apparatuses, that is, the 

aggregate of their working addendums. 

 

Roundabout pitch, p  

Separation from one face of a tooth to the comparing face of 

an adjoining tooth on the same apparatus, measured along 

the pitch circle  

 

Polar pitch, DP  

Proportion of the quantity of teeth to the pitch measurement. 

Could be measured in teeth per inch or teeth per centimeter, 

however customarily has units of per inch of distance across. 

Where the module, m, is in metric unitsase circle. In 

involute riggings, where the tooth profile is the involute of 

the base circle. The range of the base circle is to some 

degree littler than that of the pitch circle.  

 

Base pitch, ordinary pitch,  

In involute riggings, separation from one face of a tooth to 

the relating face of a contiguous tooth on the same 

apparatus, measured along the base circle. 

 

Interference  

Contact between teeth other than at the intended parts of 

their surfaces exchangeable set A set of gears, any of which 

mates properly with any out. 
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III. DIAL INICATOR 

 

 
In various contexts of science, technology, and 

manufacturing (such as machining, fabricating, and additive 

manufacturing), an indicator is any of various instruments 

used to accurately measure small distances and angles, and 

amplify them to make them more obvious. The name comes 

from the concept of indicating to the user that which their 

naked eye cannot discern; such as the presence, or exact 

quantity, of some small distance (for example, a small 

height difference between two flat surfaces, a slight lack of 

concentricity between two cylinders, or other small physical 

deviations).Many indicators have a dial display, in which a 

needle points to graduations in a circular array around the 

dial. Such indicators, of which there are several types, 

therefore are often called dial indicators. On-dial types of 

indicators include mechanical devices with cantilevered 

pointers and electronic devices with digital displays. 

Indicators may be used to check the variation in tolerance 

during the inspection process of a machined part, measure 

the deflection of a beam or ring under laboratory conditions, 

as well as many other situations where a small measurement 

needs to be registered or indicated. Dial indicators typically 

measure ranges from 0.25mm to 300mm (0.015in to 12.0in), 

with graduations of 0.001mm to 0.01mm (metric) or 

0.00005in to 0.001in (imperial/customary).  

 

Various names are used for indicators of different types and 

purposes, including dial gauge, clock, probe indicator, 

pointer, test indicator, dial test indicator, drop 

indicator, plunger indicator, and others. 

 

IV. HELICAL SPRING 

 

 
 

A spring is an elastic object used to store mechanical 

energy. Springs are usually made out of spring steel. There 

are a large number of spring designs; in everyday usage the 

term often refers to coil springs. Small springs can be wound 

from pre-hardened stock, while larger ones are made from 

annealed steel and hardened after fabrication. Some non-

ferrous metals are also used including phosphor bronze and 

titanium for parts requiring corrosion resistance and 

beryllium copper for springs carrying electrical current 

(because of its low electrical resistance). 

 

When a coil spring is compressed or stretched slightly from 

rest, the force it exerts is approximately proportional to its 

change in length (this approximation breaks down for larger 

deflections). The rate or spring constant of a spring is the 

change in the forfeit exerts, divided by the change in 

deflection of the spring. That is, it is the gradient of the force 

versus deflection curve. An extension or compression spring 

has units of force divided by distance, for example lbf/in or 

N/m. Torsion springs have units of torque divided by angle, 

such as N•m/rad or ft•lbf/degree. The inverse of spring rate 

is compliance, that is: if a spring has a rate of 10 N/mm, it 

has a compliance of 0.1 mm/N. The stiffness (or rate) of 

springs in parallel is additive, as is the compliance of springs 

in series. 

 

Depending on the design and required operating 

environment, any material can be used to construct a spring, 

so long as the material has the required combination of 

rigidity and elasticity: technically, a wooden bow is a form 

of spring 

 

V. BALL BEARING 

 

 
 

A ball bearing is a type of rolling-element bearing that uses 

balls to maintain the separation between the bearing races. 

 

The purpose of a ball bearing is to reduce rotational friction 

and support radial and axial loads. It achieves this by using 

at least two races to contain the balls and transmit the loads 

throught the balls. In most applications, one race is 

stationary and the other is attached to the rotating assembly. 

a hub or shaft). As one of the bearing races rotates it causes 

the balls to rotate as well. Because the balls are rolling they 

have a much lower coefficient of friction than if two flat 

surfaces were sliding against each other. 
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VI. STRUCTURAL DESIGN METHODS 

Introduction: This chapter describes some of the 

mathematical technique used by designers of complex 

structures. Mathematical models and analysis are briefly 

described and detail description is given of the finite – 

element method of structural analysis. Solution techniques 

are presented for static, dynamic & model analysis 

problems. As part of the design procedure the designer must 

be analyses the entire structure and some of its components. 

To perform this analysis the designer will develop 

mathematical models of structure that are approximation of 

the real structure, these models are used to determine the 

important parameters in the design. The type of structural 

model the designer uses depends on the information that is 

needed and the type of analysis the designer can perform. 

Three types of structural models are  

 

Rigid Members: The entire structure or parts of the 

structure are considered to be rigid, hence no deformation 

can occur in these members. 

 

1. Flexible members: The entire structure or parts of the 

structure are modeled by members that can deform, but 

in limited ways. Examples of this members trusses, 

beams and plates. 

2. Continuum: A continuum model of structure is the 

most general, since few if any mathematical 

assumptions about the behavior of the structure need to 

be made prior to making a continuum model. A 

continuum member is based on the full three – 

dimensional equations of continuum models. 

 

       In selecting a model of the structure, the designer also 

must consider type of analysis to be performed.          

Four typical analysis that designers perform are: 

 

1. Static equilibrium: In this analysis the designer is 

trying to the determine the overall forces and moments 

that the design will undergo. The analysis is usually 

done with a rigid member of model of structure and is 

the simplest analysis to perform. 

2. Deformation: This analysis is concerned with how 

much the structure will  move when operating under the 

design loads. This analysis is usually done with flexible 

members. 

3. Stress: In this analysis the designers wants a very 

detailed picture of where and at what level the stresses 

are in the design. This analysis usually done with 

continuum members. 

4. Frequency: This analysis is concerned with 

determining the natural frequencies and made shape of 

a structure. This analysis can be done with either 

flexible members of a structure.  

 

The subject of MACHINE DESIGN deals with the art of 

designing machine of structure. A machine is a combination 

of resistance bodies with successfully constrained relative 

motions which is used for transforming other forms of 

energy into mechanical energy or transmitting and 

modifying available design is to create new and better 

machines or structures and improving the existing ones such 

that it will convert and control motions either with or 

without transmitting power. It is the practical application of 

machinery to the design and construction of machine and 

structure.  Knowledge of theory of machine and other 

branch of applied mechanics is also required in order to 

know the velocity 

 

VII. CONCEPT IN M.D.P. 

 

\ 

 

Consideration in Machine Design When amachine is to be 

designed the following points to be considered: - 

i) Types of load and stresses caused by the load. 

ii) Motion of the parts and kinematics of machine. 

This deals with the type of motion i.e. 

reciprocating.Rotary and oscillatory. 

iii) Selection of material & factors like strength, 

durability, weight,  

 

corrosion resistant, weld ability, machine ability are 

considered. 

iv) Form and size of the components. 

v) Frictional resistances and ease of lubrication. 

vi) Convince and economical in operation. 

vii) Use of standard parts. 

viii) Facilities available for manufacturing. 

 

VIII. SPECIAL FEATURES 
 It is having the precisely measuring capacity and the 

reproducibility of Parkinson gear testing machine due to 

stylus and pen and spring arrangement is high. So however, 

a small variation in the flank of the gear tooth will deflect 

the stylus along with the pen. We get the consistent force on 

job. Previously the operations, which this machine does, 

were done individually in different comparing machines 

such as optical profile protector or by testing manually, 

using gear tooth varnier calliper. 

 

Its special features are: 

• It applies the accuracy up to 1 micron. 

• It is light in weight and hence it is portable. 

• Weight of machine is 30 kg.(approx.) 

• It requires very low maintenance. 

• Its setting time is less. 

• It requires very low flow space area. 

• Its manufacturing cost is also very low. 

• No separate arrangement of drawing sketch is required. 

• It requires low power for its operations hence it can be 

excited using d.c. 

• Power and d.c. motor (also to be used in remote areas  

also).      
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  • It is compact. Total length of machine is 1200 mm. 

Design Parameters & Dimensions 

Design of Shaft : 

The shaft may be designed on the basis of : 

1) Strength  

2) Rigidity 

 

The following cases may be considered when shaft 

designing is on the strength basis:- 

a. Shaft subjected to twisting movement or torque only. 

b. Shaft subjected to bending moment only. 

c. Shaft subjected to combined twisting & bending moment. 

d. Shaft subjected to axial loading in addition to combined 

tensional &    Shaft Subjected To Combined Twisting 

Moment &Bending Moment When the shaft is subjected to 

combined twisting and bending moment then the shaft must 

be designed on the basis of the two moments. The following 

two theories are important from design point of view  

 

IX. BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Following different reference we have taken to make our 

project a successful creation. We have collected the 

literature from the following books:- 

 

X. CONCLUSION: 

This project brought together several components and ideas 

to achieve a common goal: to prove that it is possible to 

build a bicycle with 3 separate charging sources. We put a 

lot of time into this bicycle to make sure that it was perform 

best it possibly could. Now that the project as a whole is 

finished, we hand it over to future generations to design and 

improve each component. Possibly future projects may 

include:   

 

1) Design of a charge controller for the battery: The battery 

management system (BMS) built within the battery was very 

hard to access, so we couldn’t get an idea of how it was 

designed. Having a BMS with the ability to take in a wider 

range of voltages and currents will be ideal.   

 

2) Design of the motor controller: The current motor 

controller is a very nice  size and weight, but the 

connections that it provides are not as stable and protected 

as it can be. Limiting the amount of wiring and connections 

may also be desired.   

 

We understand that this bicycle can be intimidating because 

of its weight and its ability to go 30 MPH. This bicycle has 

become very special to all of us, and we hope that it will be 

well taken care of and improved upon. Good luck to the 

future recipients and REMEMBER to have fun.                           
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